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FADE UP FROM BLACK

(MUSIC)

EXT. FALLSTON HSCG - FEBRUARY 22, 2007         FALLSTON, MD (HARFORD COUNTY)

(narrator track)
at fallston high school, the maryland state department of education re-launches its campaign: Pride in maryland public schools.
PAN @ 3001-06

the campaign, supported by comcast, features world champion figure skater kimmie meissner and four others in commercial spots designed to showcase maryland public education.
NAT FULL MEISSNER SPOT 1441-51

(nat full kimmie meissner)
'I'm also a student at Fallston High School, juggling courses like microbiology and French. My parents have instilled in me the importance of excelling on and off the ice.'
DISSOLVE BRIA SPOT 1511-20

(nat full bria smith)
'I was Easton's valedictorian  and one of the first females to complete the pre-engineering program. I am now attending the University of Maryland College Park on a full scholarship.'
DISSOLVE DEGRANGE 1541-51

(nat full jerry degrange)
'The U.S. Department of Education recently applauded us for our achievement gains for reducing achievement gaps in both reading and math, as well as our family engagement strategies.'
DISSOLVE MACER 1608-16

(nat full sam macer)
'Hello, I'm Sam Macer, a parent who is really passionate about family involvement because I know what a difference it can make.'
DISSOLVE CHRISTIAN 1639-50

(nat full christian)
'Hello, I'm Dr. Charles Christian, distinguished professor at Coppin State University and founder of Black Saga, a program that challenges students ... to learn a more inclusive American history, strengthen their academic skills and build self esteem.' 
SOT NANCY GRASMICK COVER W/SHOTS OF THE ASSEMBLY

(sot nancy grasmick)
'You can be proud as a Maryland public school student.'
SOT NANCY GRASMICKCG - NANCY S. GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUPERINTENDENT

(sot nancy grasmick)
'Having pride in our public schools is truly, truly a community effort.'
BARBARA WALKUP

(narrator track)
in every community across the state, the commercials will air on cable, thanks to comcast.
SOT BARBARA GEHRIGCG - BARBARA GEHRIG         SR., V.P., MARYLAND/DELAWARE REGION

(sot barbara gehrig)
'Indeed we are pledging 1.5 million dollars over the next year in continued support of this wonderful campaign.'
NAT FULL SKATING FILE

(nat full skating)
'tba'
SOT KIMMIE MEISSNERCG - KIMMIE MEISSNER         SR., FALLSTON HS

(sot kimmie meissner)
'I was just so glad to be in the Pride commercials and campaign to really show what public schools are doing and how they support their students, so I was very excited.' (smile)
SOT KIMMIE MEISSNERCOVER W/MORE SKATING

(sot kimmie meisser)
'The public you know deserves to know what's going on in the Maryland schools. And for them to see all these accomplishments from students and parents and teachers, it's great!'
NAT FULL STUDENT & NANCY

(nat full student & nancy)
'And thank you for your many years of service, and for coming here today.'


'Thank you!'
BACKTIME NANCY SOT

(narrator track)
from fallston high school...
NAT FULL NANCY GRASMICK

(nat full nancy grasmick)
' ... and does this mean I'm an honorary Cougar?


(Cheers/applause)
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
this is msde tv.




